Military-Fasteners becomes AS9120 Rev
B certified
PONTE VEDRA, Fla., April 30, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Military-Fasteners,
Inc. (Milfas), a company based out of Ponte Vedra that distributes aerospace
and mil-spec hardware received the AS9120 Rev B certification from the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). The AS9120 Rev B certification is also
known as. “Quality Management Systems – Requirements for Aviation, Space and
Defense Distributors.”

The SAE developed this certification based on standards highlighted on their
website at: https://www.sae.org/standards/content/as9120b/.
This certification is specifically for companies that fall under the
aerospace industry that distribute hardware and materials for their
customers. Companies who are granted this certification must maintain the
standards appropriate to keeping it, which means that they are subject to
receiving audits on their companies on either an annual or regularly
scheduled basis.
Military-Fasteners serves customers in the military and aviation industries.
Their dedication to the safety of their customers is unmatched. They believe

in operating the most efficient and streamlined facility.
Military-Fasteners identifies their hardware by the spec number (AN, AS, CR,
HL, MS, or NAS), according to their website: https://military-fasteners.com/.
JP Adorno, employee of Military-Fasteners said, “Since most of the items we
sell are tiny in size, most people don’t understand the significance of that
specific piece of hardware. However, it can be something as small as a nickel
that could determine the overall safety of the aircraft. It is this attention
to detail and dedication to the safety of our customers that helped us
achieve the AS0120 Rev B certification.”
With the most up to date software technology, Milfas is able to ship products
directly after an order is received. Their products come pre-packaged,
labelled with manufacture name and lot number, and are certified by the
manufacturer.
Rebekah Disser, General Manager of Military-Fasteners stated, “Receiving the
AS9120 Rev B certification has been very exciting news for our company. We
strive to provide excellent products to our customers, providing them with
quality hardware for their needs. We proudly serve military, private and
aviation clients throughout the world and this certification will even
further strengthen their trust with us as one of the leaders in the aerospace
industry.”
For more information about Military-Fasteners, Inc., please visit their
website at https://military-fasteners.com/
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